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What if animals could talk? These charming books each depict a day in the life of a young animal-as

told by the animal itself! The simple stories will delight small children and the art is simply

outstanding. Author-artist Francois Crozat was 1994 winner of the coveted Critici in Erba prize at the

international Bologna Children's Book Fair for his illustrations in I Am a Little Panda.
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All the "I'm a Little..." books by Francois are incredible. The pictures are detailed and are very

engaging. Our 20-month-old looks through them very thoroughly and you can make a fun game out

of saying "where's the butterfly" and then he points, and so on and so on. The format is really

nice...big large hardcover pages (board book) with very colorful illustrations. You end up wanting to

own the whole series as they will be excellent "first reader" books as well. Kids just love the animals

too. Excellent value (priced very reasonably for the very good quality of the product).

My elephant-loving grandson (age 2) loved this book. He started making elephant noises as soon

as he saw it. It's a VERY well made book - it would be hard to rip it or anything. Nice, textured cover

as well. Will look at others in this series.



I Am a Little Elephant is just another addition to the fabulous big-board large-sized series by

Francois Crozat! The pages, that are filled top to bottom with amazing, full-color illustrations, will

fascinate old and young alike! These are great books to start your child's growing library. Be aware -

they are not all available anymore, and that is truly sad. Don't bother with the smaller version of the

large-format books. The impact (in the tiny books) just isn't there. Go BIG.

We have 3 of them from when my kids were little. When a friend was starting his family he had

asked for books for baby presents. I immediately thought of these. They are timeless, gentle, loving

stories with great illustration, thick and sturdy and easy to hold.

I bought this book for my just turned 2 year old grandson, as he really likes elephants. I would echo

all the other reviewers, great realistic illustrations, nice story, lots of little things to point out on the

pages. He loves it and I enjoy reading it to him. This is the second book in that series I have

purchased. Very sturdy.

My daughter loves Francois Crozat books, great image detail, the stories are just the right length

between short to the point and detailed. We enjoy them sufficiently enough that we will eventually

have the entire series.

The "I am a Little" book series was a great favorite of my grandson, who is now 23. We have many

of them and I bought this as a gift. I work at a zoo with the Great Apes and was able to help with the

birth watch of our new baby elephant. All of this series is wonderful for reading to toddlers, and a

little above, at night before drifting off to sleep.

We started getting these books when my first son was 1 and he loved the beautiful illustrations. Now

I have 2 sons, ages 2 and 5, and these are still a big hit. They are board books and so very durable.

The story is interesting for all ages, and the illustrations include some hidden bugs, snakes, etc.

which make for a really fun read. These are also really great gifts-- becuase they are uniquely

shaped, board, books, and so beautifully illustrated.
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